Bishop (2003) – BISHOP, TX

BISHOP (BIS)
Hwy 77 South
Bishop, TX  78343
Ph: 361-584-6011

Michelle Canales
Michelle.Canales@oxea-chemicals.com
Ph: 361-584-601

Loading Hours:
Mon – Fri 8:00 – 16:00 CST

Scheduling Requirements

**Please copy Michelle on any communications about orders that take place at 2003 (especially changes).

The terminal requires a minimum 48 hour lead time when scheduling your carrier's appointment. Please refer to the OQ order number when making the appointment.

* All drivers must have what is listed below. The plant will no longer provide those items at check in like they used too.

- Long pants and shirts with sleeves
- Cell phone to communicate with Security
- Hard hat
- Safety glasses with side shields